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Granular materials in geotechnical engineering is generally considered to be mixtures of clay, sand, and gravel that commonly
appear in slopes, valleys, or river beds, and they are especially used for the construction of earth-rock-filled dams. +e complexity
of the constitution of granular materials leads to the complexity of their properties. Particle size distribution (PSD) has a great
influence on the strength, permeability, and compaction behavior of granular materials, and some implicit correlation may exist
between the PSD and the compaction properties of granular materials. Field testing and statistical analysis are used to study
the physical and compaction properties of granular materials with artificial grading behind the particle size distributions. +e
statistical properties in PSD of dam granular materials and how the variation of PSD renders statistical constant are revealed. +e
statistical constants of three types of dam granular materials are 2.459, 2.475, and 2.499, respectively, on average. +ese statistical
constants have a positive correlation with dry density and a negative correlation with moisture content. According to this
characteristic and little deviation between two different calculation methods (from grading analysis and based on the Weibull
distribution), the presentation of the statistical analysis ensures the validity of the Weibull function’s description of the granular
materials with artificial grading. After fitting the Weibull function to the PSD curve, the relationship between the Weibull
parameters and the compaction degree in different soil samples is consistent with that in different types, providing guiding
significance for evaluating and selecting dam granular materials.

1. Introduction

Granular material is widely distributed in nature and is es-
pecially relevant in the geotechnical engineering field; it
includes landslide deposits, granular soil (fine-grained soil
or coarse-grained soil), filling/construction material used for
earth-rock dams, and other applications [1–3]. Various
granular materials in geotechnical engineering exhibit dif-
ferent material composition, particle size distribution, mois-
ture content, mass density, and other physical/mechanical
properties [3–5]. Although the physical/mechanical properties
of granular materials are very complicated and difficult to
determine, there are potential implicit correlations between
the particle size distribution (PSD) and the physical/
mechanical properties of granular materials [6]. Discovering

these implicit correlations is very important for understanding
the physical/mechanical behavior of granular materials.

+e PSD of granular materials is an essential issue for the
design of earth-rock-filled dams [7–9]. In practical engi-
neering work, the preparation requires analyzing the range
of particle sizes and determining the proportion of grains
with various particle sizes. A granular material generally
covers a range of particle sizes between 0.001mm and
1,000mm, and it is well known for containing wide-ranging
grain composition [10]. +erefore, the scaling distribution
for grain composition is a vital index for studying the
physical and mechanical properties of soil systems. When
the PSD of granular materials is changed, its permeability,
deformation, strength, and other properties are altered [11].
During the compaction process of an earth-rock-filled dam,
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the pore reduction between grains is caused by natural
settlement and artificial rolling [12]. +e compaction prop-
erties of granular materials are the key physical indices for
the construction of an earth-rock-filled dam.

Previous studies indicated that the phenomenon of
compaction dynamics is a slow relaxation influenced by the
microscopic characteristics of the grains that may be grain
shape, friction, or cohesion [13–15]. +rough a large
amount of field testing and observation, the macroscopic
analysis can provide an opportunity to understand the
relationship between PSD and physical/compaction
properties [12, 16, 17]. To depict the PSD of soil systems
for engineers to intuitively analyze, traditional methods
usually use statistics analysis to get a series of characteristic
parameters or a cumulative frequency curve [18]. +e
difficulty in studying a soil system with a complex and
irregular clastic rock texture by quantitative character-
ization is due to the limitations and restrictions of tradi-
tional methods where one or two descriptive parameters
are hardly suitable and adaptive to the complexity and
irregularity of granular materials [19–21].

Since statistical distribution functions were used to
describe the grain composition of soil systems [21–23], it has
been thought of as a scientific and accurate tool for getting
a greater knowledge of the relation between PSD and soil
structure [24]. At present, the approach of analyzing the size
distribution curve with the statistical analysis is popular for
various kinds of soils [25–28]. +is paper aims at exploring
the physical and compaction properties of the granular
materials behind the PSD curve analysis. +ree different
granular materials are taken as the samples for experiments
and analyses, and 50 groups of field tests are carried out for
each type of granular materials. +e PSDs are analyzed by
applying the field testing and statistical analysis methods.
Combined with the grading analysis and the PSD functions,
the statistical constants of granular materials are analyzed to
verify the general applicability of the PSD function for dam

filling material and to describe physical characteristics.+en,
the parameters in the PSD function are also used to seek the
implicit association with the compaction properties of
granular materials.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Sampling and Measuring. +e granular materials’
samples used in this study are from the filling material for
the construction of the Changheba Hydropower Station.+e
Changheba Hydropower Station is the 10th level hydro-
power station for cascade development of the Dadu River,
and it is located in Kangding County, Sichuan Province, in
the Southwest of China [29].+ere are more than 10 types of
granular materials used for the dam construction, each with
different compositions and particle size distributions. Here,
three typical types of dam granular materials are used for the
field tests and the correlation studies. Table 1 provides some
typical grain compositions of the tested dam granular ma-
terials. +ey are the filter dammaterial #1 (granular material
A, Figure 1(a)), the filter dam material #3 (granular material
B, Figure 1(b)), and the transition dam material (granular
material C, Figure 1(c)). 50 groups of related field tests are
carried out for each type of granular materials, with the total
of 150 groups of field experiments.

+e production method of the filter material is pro-
cessing artificial aggregate by the sand and gravel processing
system (contains a large number of fine particles with di-
ameter less than 2.0mm). However, the transitionmaterial is
the rock material gained by blasting activity in the quarry
(most are coarse particles with diameter larger than 2.0mm).
During the construction process of filling the dam, field tests
are done before rolling compaction on each layer. +e
procedure takes two dam sections perpendicular to the dam
axis as the fixed sections for examining the construction
circumstances, and it sets a group every 5.0m to measure the
PSD of each layer. After compaction by vibration rolling

Table 1: Grain compositions of tested dam granular materials (unit: %).

Type Number
Particle size (mm)

<0.075 <0.25 <0.5 <1 <2 <5 <10 <20 <40 <60 <80 <100 <200 <300

A

S1 4.24 10.34 13.60 13.05 14.64 27.04 10.21 6.89
S2 4.40 11.20 12.63 14.42 14.47 24.60 10.62 7.66
S3 4.14 14.28 12.24 14.95 13.22 25.10 12.92 3.14
S4 4.76 10.27 15.34 15.60 19.31 23.10 9.02 2.60
S5 3.85 11.99 15.51 14.53 14.02 29.11 7.55 3.44
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

B

S1 2.28 9.82 6.46 8.15 12.25 17.55 15.38 19.06 9.05
S2 2.89 11.87 7.06 6.84 10.36 19.81 14.03 22.00 5.14
S3 2.62 12.09 6.82 6.47 9.95 22.64 15.79 21.42 2.20
S4 2.46 9.51 5.98 7.22 9.52 20.41 19.62 18.63 6.63
S5 2.55 11.82 6.44 8.13 11.43 18.7 14.51 18.04 8.38
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

C

S1 2.50 3.05 3.72 4.02 4.85 6.53 13.14 12.01 5.38 8.70 6.63 5.75 16.25 7.49
S2 2.15 1.80 3.09 2.85 3.90 5.35 12.98 12.23 6.81 10.64 10.09 7.35 15.64 5.11
S3 1.92 1.61 2.75 2.54 3.47 4.76 11.59 13.12 8.73 9.50 7.81 9.07 16.51 6.63
S4 2.52 3.05 3.43 2.68 1.88 5.86 15.47 15.85 12.08 9.41 9.67 3.89 11.19 3.01
S5 2.27 2.18 3.38 2.92 3.17 6.58 11.65 9.76 11.64 9.79 6.44 11.65 15.02 3.57
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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machinery, the dry density, moisture content, and relative
density are measured for each group.

2.2. Particle SizeDistribution (PSD)Characteristics. +e PSD
of three granular materials are obtained by the artificial
sieving method. Figure 2 shows the particle size distribution
characteristics for the three types of tested granular mate-
rials. +ese three types of dam granular materials are pro-
duced in two different sites, where the filter dam material is
produced at the soil material site and the transition dam
material is produced at the rock-fill material site. As shown
in Figure 2, there are large differences in particle size range
and small differences in material composition (fine-grained
soil and coarse rock blocks). +e varied particle size dis-
tributions result in the different physical and construction
properties of the dam granular materials.

2.3.CompactionDegree. +e granular materials’ compaction
degree is a key index for controlling the construction of
earth-rock-filled dams, and it has an important effect on the
stability and seepage prevention of the dam. After rolling the
granular materials to be dense, the grain size distribution
reflects the pore size distribution to some extent. Judging the
compaction degree of the soil system by porosity neglects the
impact of grain shape and particle size distribution. Here,
relative density Dr is used as an indicator of compaction. It
measures compaction by comparing the porosity when the
soil system is in the loosest situation and the densest. It is
supposed that relative density is able to comprehensively
reflect the impact of particle shape, particle size distribution,
and other factors. +e equation used to determine the rel-
ative density Dr is shown as follows:

Dr �
emax − e

emax − emin
, (1)

where e is the porosity in the natural state of granular
materials, emax is the maximum value of porosity in the
loosest state of granular materials, and emin is the minimum
value of porosity in the densest state of granular materials.

+e above equation is the theoretical definition of rel-
ative density Dr. For engineering practice, the relative
density is often determined from different dry density test
results under different states as follows:

Dr �
ρd − ρdmin( ρdmax

ρdmax − ρdmin( ρd
, (2)

where ρdmax is the maximum dry density in the densest state
of granular materials, ρdmin is the minimum dry density in
the loosest state of granular materials, and ρd is the dry
density of granular materials after being rolling filled.

3. Statistical Properties of Granular Materials

+e PSD potential can reflect the complexity and irregularity
in structural properties of granular materials and can be used
to study the statistical properties between the whole and the
parts of granular materials [7]. By using mathematical rep-
resentation and statistical analysis, one can describe the spatial
structure of granular materials through a set of parameters
and then try to discuss the correlation between the structural
composition and physical properties of the granular materials
[20]. Determination of the statistical constant is the core of
studying particle size distribution combined with the statis-
tical analysis, and the invariance in the spatial scale for the
PSD curve of granular materials provides a scientific basis for
depicting the structural composition [30].

3.1. PSD Analysis from Grading Analysis. +e grading
analysis is a direct method used for the PSD curve of the
granular materials. +e statistical constant is a mathematical
expression of PSD of granular materials by a constant, in
which the computational formula can be obtained with some
mathematical processing. By using a logarithmic coordinate
graph to explain the method and grading analysis, the
statistical properties of granular materials can be

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Photos for the three types of granular materials used in
this study: (a) A (filter dam material #1); (b) B (filter dam material
#3); (c) C (transition dam material).
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determined. As shown in Figures 3(a), 4(a), and 5(a), for
granular materials with a good grading, the PSD of granular
material can be almost viewed as a line. �e computational
result shows a possibility that PSD of a sample of granular
material can be expressed by a constant, related with the
gradient of the PSD curve under the log-log coordinate.
Usually in engineering, uniformity coe cient CU and cur-
vature coe cient CC are used as characteristic parameters
for evaluating the grain composition of granular materials.
As a control parameter can re�ect whole performance, the

statistical constant has an advantage of simplifying calcu-
lation process. However, the validity of statistical constant
need be veri�ed for evaluating the grain composition of
granular materials. Suppose that r represents the particle size
of granular materials andN(r) represents the corresponding
cumulative content of the particles with size smaller than r.
In general, a power law function is suitable for the particle
size distribution. According to the de�nition of statistical
constant D, the relationship between r and N(r) can be
drawn in this way [31]:
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Figure 2: Particle size distribution characteristics of the tested granular materials: (a) A; (b) B; (c) C.
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N(r) ∝ r−D, (3)

where D is the statistical constant, which is a power law
exponent. If one gives a di�erential operation for (3), it can
be expressed as follows:

dN(r) ∝ r−D−1 dr. (4)

Suppose that N0 is the total amount of particles in the
granular materials, and the number of grains whose sizes are
in [r, r + dr] is

dN � N0 dN(r). (5)

By simultaneously using (4) and (5), the following
equation can be obtained:

dN � N0r
−D−1 dr. (6)

Assume that each particle in the granular materials can
be expressed as an equivalent sphere and kr represents the
shape factor of the particles, or the proportion coe cient of
particle volume and particle size. �en, the particle volume
in granular materials can be calculated by the equation
V � krr3. If substituted into (6), it can be switched to the
following form:

dV � N0krr
3r−D−1 dr. (7)

If V0 represents the gross volume of the particles in the
test sample, it can be obtained from the equation:
dV � V0 dN(r). �en, (7) can be expressed as follows:
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Figure 3: Statistical constant analysis results of dam granular material A and the comparison between di�erent methods: (a) based on the
grading analysis (S1); (b) based on theWeibull distribution (S1); (c) di�erence in the statistical constant results by using di�erent methods (r
represents particle size of granular materials;N(<r) represents the corresponding cumulative content of the grains with the size smaller than
r; N is the total content of all grains).
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dN(r) �
N0kr
V0

r2−D dr. (8)

Integrating (8), then

N(r) �
N0kr

V0(3−D)
r3−D. (9)

If assuming N0kr/[V0(3−D)] in (9) is a constant term
and b is de�ned as b � 3−D, after the logarithmic changes, the
relationship between the cumulative content of all the particles
whose size is smaller than r can be described as follows:

lnN(r) � b ln r + C, (10)

where ln(·) represents the function of loge(·), C is a con-
stant, and b is the gradient of the �tting curve be-
tween lnN(r) and ln r. �e relationship between the
logarithm of the cumulative content of particles with size
smaller than r in granular materials and the logarithm of
particle size appears to be linear. Based on the above
equation, the statistical constant of grains in granular ma-
terials can be calculated by the following equation:

D � 3− b. (11)

Equation (11) is the most general form for calculating the
statistical constant in the PSD analysis of granular materials;
here is a power law exponent.
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Figure 4: Statistical constant analysis results of dam granular material B and the comparison between di�erent methods: (a) based on the
grading analysis (S1); (b) based on the Weibull distribution (S1); (c) the di�erence in the statistical constant results by using di�erent
methods (r represents particle size of granular materials;N(<r) represents the corresponding cumulative content of the grains with the size
smaller than r; N is the total content of all grains).
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3.2. Statistical Analysis Based on the Weibull Distribution.
Frequently used mathematical representations for describ-
ing the PSD of granular materials are the Rosin–Rammler
distribution function [32] and Weibull distribution function
[33–35]. �e particle groups of natural granular materials
possibly exist with discontinuous distributions, due to
complex geological formation histories, and may introduce
some errors when using the mathematical distribution
functions to analyze the PSD of natural granular materials.
However, for the arti�cially prepared granular materials
(which can be seen as having the same properties as natural
granular materials), due to the requirements of stability and
seepage prevention, the continuity of particle groups is often
better than that for the natural granular materials.�erefore,

the mathematical distribution functions can better describe
granular materials with arti�cial grading for the construc-
tion of earth-rock-�lled dams.

Here, a two-parameter Weibull distribution with a size
parameter r0 and a shape parameter b is used to describe
PSD of dam granular materials. According to the de�nition
of two-parameter Weibull distribution, size parameter
and shape parameter are strongly related with the shape of
the PSD curve. �e size parameter represents the average
size of particles in a sample of granular materials, and the
shape parameter re�ects the distributed wide range of
particle size. By using the Weibull distribution, the Weibull
parameters have an advantage of directly re�ecting statistical
characteristics of PSD of granular materials than the
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Figure 5: Statistical constant analysis results of dam granular material C and the comparison between di�erent methods: (a) based on the
grading analysis (S1); (b) based on the Weibull distribution (S1); (c) the di�erence in the statistical constant results by using di�erent
methods (r represents particle size of granular materials;N(<r) represents the corresponding cumulative content of the grains with the size
smaller than r; N is the total content of all grains).
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uniformity coefficient and curvature coefficient.+e formula
of the Weibull distribution is shown as follows:

M(<r)

M
� 1− exp −

r

r0
 

b

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦, (12)

where M(<r) is the cumulative content of all particles whose
size is smaller than r and M is the total volume of all
particles.

By applying the Taylor progression for (12), a concise
equation can be obtained as follows:

M(<r)

M
�

r

r0
 

b

. (13)

+en, by adopting a differential operation for (13),
a simple power equation can be expressed as follows:

dM(<r) � r
b−1

dr. (14)

+e volume of the whole particles in granular materials
can be calculated by V � krr

3, and ρ is a constant defined as
the particle density. +en, the mass of the whole grains can
be given by M � ρkrr

3. Assuming each particle in the
granular materials can be represented as an equivalent
sphere and applying M � ρkrr

3 to (7), the following
equation can be obtained:

dM � ρ dV � N0ρkrr
3
r
−D−1

dr. (15)

If M0 represents the gross mass of the granular materials,
it can be obtained from this equation: dM � M0 dN(r).
+en, (15) can be expressed as follows:

dN(r) �
N0ρkrr

2−D

M0
dr. (16)

Integrating (16),

N(r) �
N0ρkr

M0(3−D)
r
3−D

. (17)

Equation (17) has the same form as (9), so the same
treatment method for (17) can be used to determine the
statistical constant of the PSD for granular materials with the
Weibull distribution. Although there are some differences in
the statistical constant results between using grading ana-
lyses or the Weibull distribution, the difference is very small
if the continuity of gradation in the granular materials is
high. +e difference in the statistical constant between the
grading analysis and the Weibull distribution can reflect
some properties of the PSD, especially in the continuity of
gradation for granular materials.

3.3. Relationship between PSD and Statistical Constant.
+e physical properties of granular materials have a sig-
nificantly positive correlation with the statistical constant
(Figures 3–5), which further means that the statistical
constant is qualified to become an evaluation indicator of
the soil character. Based on the Weibull distribution and
the gradation analysis, respectively, we calculate the sta-
tistical constant. +en, after comparing the results, the

difference value verifies the general applicability of the
Weibull distribution to the grain composition of granular
materials.

+e diversity of lithologic compositions, physical
properties, and grain size distributions results in statistical
constant differences [7, 9, 16]. Table 2 summarizes the
computational results for the statistical constant of different
tested granular materials (all of the field test samples). As
shown in Figures 3(c), 4(c), and 5(c), for all three types of
granular materials, there is a good correlation for the sta-
tistical constant calculated based on theWeibull distribution
and/or grading analysis, and the error is within the range
from −3% to 3%. Although grain composition with artificial
design violates the basic rule of particle aggregation in
natural conditions to a certain degree, the calculation results
indicate that the Weibull function has applicability in de-
scribing the PSD. +e general validity of reflecting the PSD
characteristics becomes the foundation for further exploring
the question of whether PSD has a definite mathematical link
with the physical and mechanical properties of dam granular
materials.

Although the error of the statistical constant determined
by the grading analysis and theWeibull distribution is small,
there is an erratic fluctuation phenomenon in these two
different methods (Figures 6(a) and 6(b)). +e erratic
fluctuation in statistical constants of dam granular material
C is the largest and that of dam granular material A is the
smallest. For example, the minimum statistical constant of
granular material C is even lower than that of granular
material A, although the average value of statistical constant
for granular material C is larger than that of granular
material A. For dam granular materials A and C, the fluc-
tuation degree of the statistical constant from the grading
analysis is higher than that from the Weibull distribution.
However, the fluctuation degree of the statistical constant for
dam granular material B from the grading analysis is lower
than that from the Weibull distribution. If making an
analysis according to the amplitude of fluctuations, the
particle size range of granular materials influences the
fluctuation degree of the statistical constant, as is proven to
be true by the standard deviations of all the granular material
samples of each type. +erefore, understanding how the
behavior of PSD curves leads to the variation of the statistical

Table 2: Computational results for the statistical constant of
different dam granular materials (all of the field test samples).

Statistical constant, D
Granular
material A

Granular
material B

Granular
material C

Grading
analysis

Maximum 2.495 2.519 2.573
Minimum 2.412 2.424 2.397
Average 2.459 2.475 2.499
Standard
deviation 0.016 0.023 0.040

Weibull
distribution

Maximum 2.482 2.535 2.606
Minimum 2.394 2.460 2.399
Average 2.453 2.504 2.515
Standard
deviation 0.018 0.018 0.042
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Figure 6: Continued.
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constant has vital importance for analyzing the physical
characteristics of granular materials.

According to the design requirements for dam granular
materials, the curves of PSD have been limited by the en-
velope lines (including the upper and lower envelope lines
for di�erent dam granular materials) for satisfying the
requisite seepage and stability conditions (Figures 6(c)–6(e)).
As shown in Figure 6 and Table 1, the samples of granular
materials used in �eld tests are considered to be soils with
continuous uniform grading and both have adequate
compaction results for further construction. When the grain
composition varies within the limited range restricted by the
envelope lines, the statistical constant also varies within
a certain range. For granular material A, the statistical
constant is increasing where the particle size distribution
curve is closer to the upper envelope line and decreasing
where the distribution curve is closer to the lower envelope

line (Figure 6(c)). �e analysis results indicate that the rising
content of the particle group with size less than 5mm and
the dropping content of the particle group with size more
than 5mm result in the increase of the statistical constant.
For granular material B, the PSD is found to have a similar
developing principle and distribution regularity compared
to granular material A (Figure 6(d)). During the preparation
and production of granular materials with a relatively small
particle size range, the content of the �ne particle group is
a vital matter owing to the fact that an inappropriate setting
can cause the statistical constant to be far away from the
average level. For granular material C, the PSD with higher
statistical constant has a characteristic where its bottom part
is closer to the upper envelope line and its top part is nearer
to the lower envelop line (Figure 6(e)). Granular material C
is supposed to have a wide range of particle size. �e descent
of the intermediate particle group whose size is between
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Figure 6: Statistical constant analysis results of di�erent dam granular materials: (a) determined by the grading analysis; (b) determined by
the Weibull distribution; typical PSD curve and the statistical constant for selected samples of granular materials (c) A, (d) B, and (e) C.
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5mm and 40mm can lead to the growth of statistical
constant because the PSD has a good correlation with the
statistical constant. +erefore, if the analysis is combined
with Figure 2 and Table 2, it can be concluded that the
particle size range and the uniformity of the grading dis-
tribution affect the physical properties and can further be
represented by the statistical constant.

When studying PSD of granular materials, the practice
normally derives characteristic coefficients to describe grain
composition. +e uniformity coefficient CU reflects the
uniformity of the grading distribution in granular materials.
+e curvature coefficient CC describes the entire mor-
phology about the gradation accumulation curve of grain
composition. However, the statistical constant D can be used
to predict the characteristic value of distribution curves as
a comprehensive indicator reflecting the structure of soil
samples. According to the different sections in the particle
size distribution curve, the varied gradient b of the curve can
be obtained as follows (here three typical characteristic
values are used):

b1 �
lg 30− lg 10
lg d30 − lg d10

�
lg 3

lg d30/d10( 
, (18a)

b2 �
lg 60− lg 10
lg d60 − lg d10

�
lg 6

lg d60/d10( 
, (18b)

b3 �
lg 60− lg 30
lg d60 − lg d30

�
lg 2

lg d60/d30( 
. (18c)

Assuming the PSD curve after the logarithmic operation
is a linear function, which means that b1 � b2 � b3 � b, then
the following equations can be obtained:

d30

d10
� 31/b

� 31/(3−D)
, (19a)

d60

d10
� 61/b

� 61/(3−D)
, (19b)

d60

d30
� 21/b

� 21/(3−D)
. (19c)

On the basis of the definition of the grading index, the
relationships between statistical constant and uniformity co-
efficient and curvature coefficient can be determined as follows:

CU �
d60

d10
� 61/(3−D)

, (20)

CC �
d2
30

d10d60
� 1.51/(3−D)

. (21)

However, if we observe Figures 3–5, it will be found that
the curve lnN(r) � b ln r + C incompletely coincides with
the grading distribution curve. +e curve CC � C ln 1.5/ln 6

U �

C0.2263
U can be gained by switching (20) and (21). Taking

granular material C as an example, there is also a fitting
curve CC � 0.2501C0.4945

U as a result of the characteristic
coefficients (CC and CU) calculated by the linear interpolation

method (Figure 7(b)). +e theoretical curve CC � C0.2263
U

calculated with the statistical constant is the same type
function as the fitting curve CC � 0.2501C0.4945

U . Although
deviation exists in the two curves, it states that the method
based on the statistical constant is feasible. Compared to the
linear interpolation method, it is much more convenient and
has amore stable range of calculated results.+e characteristic
coefficients are made from the analysis of the part distribution
character. +e definition of the characteristic coefficients on
the basis of several characteristic particle sizes of a certain
distribution curve is unable to present the integral distribu-
tion of grain composition. Because of its lack of integrality and
adaptability, the accuracy of the definition is an issue in itself
that needs to be investigated. However, the statistical constant
is considered to be an indicator with integrality.+inking of it
in reverse, the statistical constant can be used as an engi-
neering indicator to evaluate whether artificial aggregate is in
good condition.

When comparing the results calculated from two dif-
ferent methods, the uniformity coefficient results are in basic
agreement (Figure 7(a)). +e assumption of the method
based on the statistical constant is that the granular material
is supposed to have a good degree of uniformity for grading
distribution, which is the following condition: b1 � b2 �

b3 � b. It leads to keeping the curvature coefficient values
between 1 and 3 (Figures 7(d) and 7(f)). +e value of the
uniformity coefficient is obtained from the ratio of two
special particle sizes (d60 and d10). +e linear interpolation
calculation method is, supposedly, commonly used with
negligible error. As shown in Figures 3(a), 4(a), and 5(a), the
uniformity of the particle group distribution of granular
material C is better than granular materials A and B, which
can be stated as the deviation of the calculated characteristic
coefficient values for granular material C is lower than that
for granular materials A and B. +erefore, for granular
material C, the calculated value based on the statistical
constant is more accurate. As shown in Figure 7(a), the
uniformity coefficient based on the statistical constant is
universally lower than the linear interpolation method for
granular material C, and there are contrary results for
granular materials A and B. When d10 is smaller than 1mm
and d60 is higher than 20mm, just a little deviation may
result in the calculated uniformity coefficient values getting
much larger (Figures 7(a) and 7(e)). +e calculation results
indicate that the computational method based on the sta-
tistical constant can better control the results’ range.

4. Physical and Compaction Properties
behind the PSD

+e compaction degree is a major construction control
index for detecting the quality of core rock-fill dam. During
the construction process, the factors affecting the compac-
tion properties are complex and numerous, including grain
composition, aggregate shape, moisture content, rolling
technology, and compaction power. However, it is difficult
to analyze each factor and understand its mechanism. If
preparing the granular materials according to the traditional
norms and requirements, the actual compaction degree will
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have di culty in reaching the engineering standard.
Studying the compaction properties only by particle size is
short of preciseness and accuracy. However, based on the
Weibull distribution, the size and shape parameters are
bene�cial for understanding how to impact the compaction
process in practice. �is work focuses on the potential
mathematical relation between the Weibull parameters and
compacting properties, which can testify as to whether the
Weibull distribution has the ability to be taken as a sup-
plement to construction speci�cations for evaluating and
selecting dam granular materials.

4.1. �e Relationship between the Statistical Constant and
Physical Properties. Granular materials in a relatively loose
state have more pores than relatively tight states making it
possible to hold more water. Exploring the relationship
between the statistical parameters and physical properties
can validate the e�ectiveness of the statistical constant in
describing the spatial structure of granular materials. As
shown in Figure 8(c) and Table 3, the statistical constant has
a positive correlation with dry density and a negative cor-
relation with moisture content. �e calculated result is in
accord with the recent research for the link between the
statistical parameters, water, and physical properties [36–
38]. As a result, the good correlation between the statistical
constant and physical properties indicates that the statistical
constant can quanti�ably integrate the structure of dam
granular materials. However, the correlation between the
statistical parameters and physical properties has obvious
limitations. For certain granular materials, the variation of

the statistical constant has no possible e�ect on physical
properties. As shown in Figures 8(a) and 8(b), moisture
content and dry density have no obvious change associated
with the statistical constant and stay within a reasonable
range. However, the correlation can be established among
di�erent kinds of granular materials. �ese characteristics
illustrate that the point is aimed speci�cally at the sorting of
granular materials whose statistical constant is a character
parameter for the spatial feature. In other words, the sta-
tistical constant is only suitable for representing the integral
level of physical and compaction properties or PSD.

�erefore, we cannot choose the statistical constant as
the character parameter for evaluating the compaction
properties of granular materials owing to the lack of the
validity speci�c to the same sort. However, every single dam
granular sample has a speci�c set of Weibull parameters to
match. Meanwhile, this set of Weibull parameters has the
ability to show di�erent performances compared to not only
the granular material samples of a sort but those belonging
to other sorts (Table 4). Based on the statistical analyses, the
paper has proven that the Weibull distribution is generally
applicable for describing granular materials. As above-
mentioned, some latent correlation must exist between the
variation of the Weibull parameters and the alteration of
granular materials behavior and it can be explored.

4.2. �e Relationship between the Weibull Parameters
and Compaction Properties. �e spatial distribution after
rolling compaction of granular materials with a wide particle
size range depends on a number of factors besides the size

Linear interpolation
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Figure 7: Characteristic values of the distribution curve of di�erent granular materials: (a) correlation of the uniformity coe cient for PSD
curves from the linear interpolationmethod and based on the statistical constant; (b) relationship between the uniformity coe cient and the
curvature coe cient for PSD curves; (c) uniformity coe cient results for granular material B; (d) curvature coe cient results for granular
material B; (e) uniformity coe cient results for granular material C; (f ) curvature coe cient results for granular material C (LIM represents
the linear interpolation method; min(LIM) and max(LIM) represent the minimum and the maximum uniformity coe cients of the PSD
curve by using the linear interpolation method, resp.; min(SAM) and max(SAM) represent the minimum and the maximum uniformity
coe cients of the PSD curve by using the statistical analysis method, resp.; average(LIM) and average(SAM) represent the average values for
the uniformity coe cients of the PSD curve by using the linear interpolation method and statistical analysis method, resp.).
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di�erence of the particle [14]. �erefore, adopting a single
character parameter as a reference standard for evaluating
the compaction degree is to be rejected owing to the lack of
scienti�c rigor. �is paper tries to apply the contour map to
describe the variation rule of granular materials compaction
degree using two Weibull parameters (the size and shape

parameters). As shown in Figure 9, the contours are dis-
tributed in an extremely scattered way and make great
di culty in concluding the dominant mathematical laws.
However, when comparing the contour maps of three
granular materials, the distribution is more messy and ir-
regular when the particle size range is wider. Despite the
in�uence of the particle itself, granular material samples
with a wide range of particle sizes are muchmore susceptible
to the e�ects of other factors in the process of rolling
compaction. Above all, it is because the impacting factors are
complex and di cult to control during the actual operation
process that the approach based on quantitative experiment
is unable to explore the explicit mathematical relationship
between the Weibull parameters and relative density.

In general, various data indicators that can explain the
di culty in analyzing variables are provided with di�erent
data characteristics and di�erent units. Data normalization
is known to eliminate the impact of variable measurements,
and it is a great assistance for discovering the recessive
relationship between variables. When evaluating the
structure status of granular material samples under
the assumption that the particle is considered a sphere, the
average level of particle size, scaling of particle groups’
content, and the mutual arrangement of the particles are
primary factors, and it is necessary to consider their in-
�uence. In this paper, these three evaluative dimensions of
granular material structure are measured by the size pa-
rameter, the shape parameter, and the compaction degree,
respectively. When a granular material system is compacted
to a critical state and can no longer be tighter, it can be
assumed that the impact of the three evaluative dimensions
will remain in balance. �en, it can be supposed that the
balance status is expressed by the following mathematical
equation (granular materials A and B use (22) and granular
material C uses (23)):

r∗0 + b
∗ +D∗r � 1, (22)

or r∗0 + b
∗ +D∗r � 100. (23)

�erefore, the data normalization referring to the ternary
phase diagram can be processed by the following equations:
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Figure 8: Relationship of the physical properties of granular
materials and the statistical constant (all of the 50 groups for each
type of granular materials are used): (a) the relationship behind the
types; (b) the graph of moisture content and the statistical constant;
(c) the graph of dry density and the statistical constant.

Table 3: Computational results for the physical and compaction
behaviors of di�erent dam granular materials (all of the �eld test
samples).

Properties Granular
material A

Granular
material B

Granular
material C

Moisture
content (%)

Maximum 5.4 4.7 4.7
Minimum 3.0 2.3 1.0
Average 4.5 3.4 2.7

Dry density
(g/cm3)

Maximum 2.17 2.31 2.39
Minimum 2.13 2.20 2.33
Average 2.14 2.26 2.36

Compaction
degree

Maximum 0.93 0.97 0.99
Minimum 0.85 0.85 0.90
Average 0.87 0.88 0.94
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(24)

Table 3 summarizes the statistical results for the physical
and compaction behaviors of different dam granular ma-
terials including all of the field test samples. As shown in
Table 3, the dry density of granular materials increases
with the increasing content of coarse particles, where the
granular material C is the maximum.+e moisture content
of granular materials is influenced by the particle size range
and distribution (moisture content is an indirect reflection
of the porosity of granular materials), and therefore, there
is a vague relationship between the moisture content and
the particle size distribution of granular materials. Here,
the moisture content of granular materials decreases
with the expanding range of particle size distribution, and it
is also influenced by the continuity of particle gradation

(various size of particles are rationally distributed).
+erefore, the statistical results indicate that the relative
density of granular material C is the largest and shows
the best compaction performance. +e compaction per-
formance of granular material A is close to granular ma-
terial B, due to the small difference in the particle size
distribution.

+e regularity in granular material structure after data
normalization (Figure 10) can be described as that
the impact of compaction degree will decline, whereas the
impact of the size parameter increases. At the same time,
the impact of the compaction degree will add up when the
impact of the shape parameter increases. +e analysis in-
dicates that it is much more difficult to have a tight rolling
compaction when the average particle size shows a growth
trend for a certain type of dam granular materials. In
a similar way, the dam granular materials of a sort will be
easier to compact at the point where the shape parameter is
in an increasing trend. As shown in Figures 10(d) and 10(e),
the above regularity also exists when comparing the average
level of different types of granular materials. Figure 10(d)
shows that the average level of granular material C, having
a much wider range of particle sizes, is much larger than
that of granular materials A and B. Figure 10(e) shows that

Table 4: Characteristic values behind the PSD curves of different dam granular materials (only shows the analysis results of first 10 groups).

Granular
material
type

Number
D CU CC Weibull parameter

Weibull
distribution

Grading
analysis

Error
(%)

Statistical
analysis

Linear
interpolation

Statistical
analysis

Linear
interpolation

Size
parameter

Shape
parameter

A

S1 2.442 2.455 −0.5 26.84 14.25 2.11 0.77 2.451 0.758
S2 2.460 2.466 −0.3 28.67 14.47 2.14 0.83 2.437 0.734
S3 2.458 2.470 −0.5 29.32 14.58 2.15 0.75 2.149 0.740
S4 2.394 2.467 −3.0 28.84 10.51 2.14 0.86 1.871 0.826
S5 2.414 2.449 −1.4 25.78 12.20 2.09 0.69 1.994 0.797
S6 2.450 2.450 0.0 26.02 15.13 2.09 0.66 2.271 0.748
S7 2.467 2.446 0.8 25.45 16.49 2.08 0.69 2.490 0.724
S8 2.435 2.461 −1.1 27.76 16.70 2.12 0.77 2.276 0.768
S9 2.460 2.452 0.3 26.36 15.13 2.10 0.62 2.206 0.732
S10 2.482 2.463 0.7 28.18 15.63 2.13 0.67 2.268 0.703

B

S1 2.512 2.453 2.4 26.52 28.87 2.10 1.23 6.167 0.663
S2 2.522 2.492 1.2 33.93 30.13 2.22 1.31 5.600 0.650
S3 2.495 2.476 0.8 30.55 27.07 2.17 1.61 5.216 0.688
S4 2.476 2.454 0.9 26.67 29.22 2.10 1.70 6.158 0.713
S5 2.529 2.478 2.1 30.97 28.71 2.17 1.21 5.656 0.640
S6 2.495 2.464 1.2 28.30 28.38 2.13 0.96 5.847 0.687
S7 2.531 2.489 1.7 33.30 34.43 2.21 0.81 6.593 0.637
S8 2.497 2.471 1.1 29.52 23.63 2.15 0.84 4.902 0.683
S9 2.529 2.468 2.5 28.95 23.91 2.14 0.66 6.056 0.641
S10 2.491 2.430 2.5 23.15 21.50 2.04 0.99 5.914 0.691

C

S1 2.606 2.573 1.3 66.69 86.33 2.59 1.64 47.852 0.536
S2 2.536 2.531 0.2 45.66 55.16 2.37 1.45 52.615 0.632
S3 2.518 2.515 0.1 40.34 44.70 2.31 1.51 58.655 0.655
S4 2.520 2.551 −1.2 53.89 51.51 2.47 2.93 37.318 0.654
S5 2.535 2.543 −0.3 50.57 61.12 2.43 1.78 51.232 0.633
S6 2.518 2.540 −0.9 49.04 48.40 2.41 2.68 44.657 0.656
S7 2.532 2.542 −0.4 50.05 68.01 2.42 2.45 56.590 0.637
S8 2.549 2.546 0.1 51.67 67.11 2.44 2.52 43.539 0.614
S9 2.520 2.535 −0.6 47.18 44.12 2.39 3.59 37.868 0.652
S10 2.549 2.506 1.7 37.60 48.01 2.27 1.43 45.801 0.614

Note. D is the value of the statistical constant; CU is the uniformity coefficient of the PSD curve; CC is the curvature coefficient of the PSD curve.
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Figure 9: Relationship of the Weibull parameters and the compaction degree of granular materials: (a) A; (b) B; (c) C.
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Figure 10: Continued.
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granular material C has a larger shape parameter separation
between granular materials A and B.�ere is a closer contact
between large and small particles when in a wider range of
particle sizes. It further illustrates that the particle size range
of granular materials can dramatically improve the com-
paction e�ect for arti�cial materials with a good grading.
�ere are su cient result foundations explaining that the
size parameter has a positive correlation with the com-
paction degree and the shape parameter has a negative
correlation with the compaction degree.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

�e statistical analysis ensures the validity of the theoretical
basis in quantifying the physical and compaction charac-
teristics of granular materials on di�erent spatial scales [36].
In regard to this possibility, this paper discusses the use of

the Weibull distribution function for describing the PSD of
granular materials with arti�cial grading. It is well known
that a two-parameter Weibull distribution function is ca-
pable of characterizing the PSD of soil mixtures [34].
However, the soil samples the paper uses are from the dam
granular materials with arti�cial grading. To ensure the
precision and scienti�c foundation, it is found that there is
little error between the two di�erent calculation methods of
statistical constant (from analysis and based on the Weibull
distribution), which states that the use of the Weibull dis-
tribution function is feasible here. A two-parameter Weibull
distribution function has size parameter r0 and shape pa-
rameter b. �e size parameter is generally considered to be
the average value of particle size. Meanwhile, from (19),
there is a de�nite mathematical equation between the slope
of any point on the PSD curves and the ratio of the cu-
mulative contents of the particles’ size less than two speci�c
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Figure 10: Relationship between the Weibull parameters and the compaction degree of granular materials after normalization: (a) granular
material A; (b) granular material B; (c) granular material C; (d) correlation between the size parameter and the compaction degree of
di�erent granular materials; (e) correlation between the shape parameter and the compaction degree of di�erent granular materials (size
parameter∗ represents the value of the size parameter after normalization; shape parameter∗ represents the value of the shape parameter
after normalization; compaction degree∗ represents the value of the compaction degree after normalization).
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values. +e shape parameter is characterizing the shape of
the Weibull function curve. When using the Weibull
function to fit the PSD curve, it is obvious that the shape
parameter is connected with the particle size range, or more
precisely, the scaling distribution of the particle group, and
the larger the size range is, the less the shape parameter will
be. However, this study is based on the assumption that all
particles act as ideal spheres, though the relationship be-
tween particle shape and the critical state has been discussed
[6]. +erefore, further study needs to take these factors into
consideration, including the relationship between the shape
parameter and the grading scaling distribution as well as the
impact of particle shape on compaction.

+is paper explores the physical and compaction
properties of granular materials with four parameters (rel-
ative density Dr, statistical constant D, and Weibull pa-
rameters (size parameter r0 and shape parameter b)). +ese
parameters (Dr, r0, and b) provide a uniform data standard
for comparing measured values between granular material
samples of different types. However, the statistical constant
is not qualified to do this because the erratic fluctuation of
statistical results appears as a stagger phenomenon on
statistical constant ranges of different types. +e stagger
scope is connected with the particle size range, which leads
to invalid comparisons of the statistical constants from
different types of granular materials samples. +e statistical
constant can only reflect the integral level of certain granular
materials, and it has the ability to show the type discrep-
ancies (Figure 8(c)). +erefore, the paper uses these three
parameters Dr, r0 and b to get a comprehensive analysis of
the structural status of three types of granular materials with
the assistance of the statistical constant.

+ere is a direct and close link between PSD curve and
statistical constant. +e statistical constant can represent the
variation of PSD curves, and the characteristic coefficients
(CU and CC) of the PSD curve can be calculated by the
statistical constant under postulated conditions. It can be
said that the statistical constants are likely to be an indicative
parameter for verifying the quality of artificial grading. +e
regularity of the Weibull parameters and compaction degree
in different granular material samples of the same type and
the regularity in different types are consistent, making
a contribution to providing significant guidance on how to
improve compaction during actual construction. However,
the mechanism by which Weibull parameters influence
compaction process needs to be further explored.

+e final results are shown with some fluctuations. First,
the granular material samples the paper uses are fill materials
in construction and all are considered to have good grading;
the analysis results of the compaction properties have
limitations. +e lack of a comparison between good and bad
grading distribution calls for future research setting up
a series of control groups. Second, measurement error, es-
pecially the significance figure caused in calculation, is
existed in dry density and compactness of granular mate-
rials, and the measurement is achieved by engineering
personnel, which causes that the paper cannot reach an
accurate expression of how Weibull parameters influence
compaction properties. +erefore, the future research needs

to make a better measurement of compaction degree (1)
considering the use of a method of entropy approach for
adding another evaluating indicator of the PSD curve and
(2) viewing the particle of granular materials as a rectan-
gular parallelepiped shape or a dodecahedron of which four
surfaces are octagon and eight surface are triangle and
making formula derivations for obtaining statistical con-
stants under different assuming conditions.
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